













	Date:  November 19, 2013
	IV. RESULTS/DISCUSSION: The protocols were presented to the HED’s Toxicology Science Advisory Council (ToxSAC) for review on September 19, 2013. Based on serious concerns identified in the protocol for the range-finding study for juvenile rats (see Ta...
	Single/Repeat Exposure Dose Range Finding Study in Male and Female Juvenile Rats. The study protocol is unclear and not adequate. The stated objective is to determine suitable doses for single and repeat (11 days) oral administration of DCPA to 11-day...
	A summary of the Agency’s concerns for the range finding protocol and general comments applicable to all the protocols are outlined below:
	1) The Agency questions the utility of this range-finding study, as described in the protocol, based on the limited observations to be performed. Since thyroid hormone measurements are not among the parameters to be assessed, it is not clear what para...
	2) The dose levels to be used should be specified..  The doses referred to in the protocol are not appropriate. See Table 1 for specific recommendations.
	3) Regarding the 6 time-mated females to be used, shipping should not be close to delivery date of the dams; the same age of dams should be used for all studies (range-finding, acute, and repeat studies); and the gestation day on arrival/at time of re...
	4) Litters should not be pooled (no cross fostering). Natural litters should be used.
	5) There needs to be a discussion of the time of dosing relative to the time of sample collection (hormone measurements).
	6) The method of sacrifice is an important aspect of these studies and should be consistent across studies, with justification provided as to why the method will not impact hormone levels.
	7) The purity of the test material should be specified with the same test material (purity of a.i.), consistent with the database, used across all studies.
	8) The various sections of the range-finding protocol should be separated into an acute component and a repeat component.

	The Agency questions the utility of this range-finding study, as described in the protocol, based on the limited observations to be performed. Since thyroid hormone measurements are not among the parameters to be assessed, it is not clear what parameter will be used for dose selection.  The range-finding study needs to include thyroid hormone measurements (at least) and histopathology to justify the doses in the definitive study. 

